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The relationship between a market index and its constituent stocks is complicated. While an index is a
weighted average of its constituent stocks, when the investigated time scale is one day or longer the index has
been found to have a stronger effect on the stocks than vice versa. We explore how this interaction changes in
short time scales using high frequency data. Using a correlation-based analysis approach, we find that in
short time scales stocks have a stronger influence on the index. These findings have implications for high
frequency trading and suggest that the price of an index should be published on shorter time scales, as close
as possible to those of the actual transaction time scale.
nderstanding financial markets as complex adaptive systems1–5 is crucial in the light of the current world
economic reality. The approach provides an important key to rethinking many failing economic theories
heretofore considered axiomatic6. A prominent characteristic of complex systems is their display of
emergent phenomena1,2. It has recently been suggested that a market index plays this role in a financial market7–11, that there is a special feedback loop between an index and its constituent stocks1, and that an index more
strongly affects the stocks than the stocks affect the index. This raises several important questions. What is the
source of market dynamics? Does a change in the index at time t cause a change in stock prices at time t 1 1? Does
a change in one stock of the index at time t cause a significant change in the index price at time t 1 1? If so, does
this change in the index price in turn cause changes in other stock prices in the index?
Many studies have shown that on a daily time horizon an index has a driving force, often referred to as the
‘‘leverage effect’’7–9,11–17. Although this leverage effect is observable in low to medium frequency data, its existence
in small time scales is still not clear. As a complex system, the dynamics of financial systems take place on many
different time scales, and it is crucial to explore the underlying structure and dynamics in these different time
scales. To get a fuller understanding of the relationship between a market index and its components, it is crucial to
investigate this relationship on shorter time scales. In recent years the use of high frequency financial data has
become increasingly popular18–27.
The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) authorized electronic exchanges in 1998, and since that
time high-frequency trading (HFT) has become widespread. By the year 2001, HFT trades had an execution time
of several seconds. By 2010 this had shrunk to milliseconds, even microseconds28. For a long time high-frequency
trading was a little-known phenomenon outside the financial sector, but a July 2009 article in The New York Times
was instrumental in bringing the subject to wider attention29. In the early 2000s, high-frequency trading
accounted for less than 10% of equity orders, but this proportion grew rapidly. According to data from the
NYSE, high-frequency trading volume grew by < 164% between 2005 and 200929. In the first quarter of 2009 the
assets under hedge fund management with high-frequency trading strategies totaled $141 billion, < 21% less than
the peak prior to the 2008 downturn30. The high-frequency strategy was first used successfully by Renaissance
Technologies. Many high-frequency firms are market makers and provide the liquidity to the market that lowers
volatility, helps narrow bid-offer spreads, and makes trading and investing cheaper for other market participants.
In the United States, high-frequency trading firms represent 2% of the approximately 20,000 firms operating
today, but account for 73% of the volume of all equity orders. The largest high-frequency trading firms in the US
include such names as Getco LLC, Knight Capital Group, Jump Trading, and Citadel LLC. The Bank of England
estimates similar percentages for the 2010 US market share, also suggesting that in Europe HFT accounts for
about 40% of the volume of equity orders, and for Asia about 5–10%, with a high potential for rapid growth28. In
terms of value, consultants in the Tabb Group estimated that HFT in 2010 constituted 56% of equity trades in the
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US and 38% in Europe31. HFT has recently been described as a major
contributing factor in the 6 May 2010 ‘‘flash crash’’32,33 and in the
incident involving Knight Capital34.
Traders with access to high-frequency information receive
updates in stock price changes at down to centi-second intervals.
This gives them an extremely important advantage in the market,
given that regular household traders usually receive updates on much
slower time scales. In addition, while stocks are being traded on a
centi-second time scale, the market index value is displayed on a time
scale of several seconds—a time difference that provides a significant
advantage to high-frequency traders. The high-frequency traders can
execute trades within the longer time intervals during which the
index is calculated, and thus affect the index, which in turn will affect
other stocks.
Our goal is to investigate the relationship between market index
and stock prices in time scales that are shorter than the update
intervals of an index. We want to determine whether the change in
an index influences the stocks, or the changes in stock prices influence an index. In our approach to this question, we use the highfrequency trading data of stocks making up the Tel-Aviv 25 (TA25)
Index, and construct a synthetic index, calculated in time scales
shorter than the 30-second time scale of the TA25 Index. We then
compare the two indices and study their cross correlations in order to
test whether the change in the price of the stocks is more correlated to
the change of the market index, or to that of the stocks themselves. In
addition, we use influence analysis, a recently developed tool, to
study which of the two indices has a stronger effect on stock price
correlations.

Results
Synthetic index versus market index. We begin by constructing the
time series for the two indices, the TA25 Index and our synthetic
index. Both indices are made up of 1025 days with 1681 time records
of 15-second intervals for each day. Figure 1 shows the correlation
between the synthetic index and the market index, calculated for each
day. To investigate the relationship between the two indices, we use
cross-correlation analysis (see Methods). We first determine the
average sample cross correlation function (XCF) as a function of
the lag. The averaging is done across all the days in each of the
three groups.
We investigate the average XCF values using a box-plot analysis.
The box-and-whisker diagram35 graphically depicts groups of
numerical data through their five number summaries: the smallest
observation (sample minimum), lower quartile (Q1), median (Q2),
upper quartile (Q3), and largest observation (sample maximum). A
box-plot may also indicate which observations, if any, might be

considered outliers. Box-plots display differences between populations without making any assumptions about the underlying statistical distributions: they are nonparametric. The spacings between the
different parts of the box help indicate the degree of dispersion
(spread) and skewness in the data, and they identify outliers. In this
representation, the bottom-most vertical line represents the minimum of the sample, and the upper-most vertical line represents
the maximum of the sample. The bottom of the box represents the
25th percentile, and the top of the box the 75th percentile, with the
line inside the box representing the 50th percentile, which is the
median. In this way it is possible to present both the median and
the entire spread of the sample population.
Using the box-plot representation in Fig. 2, we find that the correlation values for Lag 5 11 have a median and a STD for all three
groups that is larger than those for Lag 5 21. Note that the minimum value and the top of the box are both very close to zero and
thus for the medium and high group (Fig. 2B and Fig. 2C respectively) most of the values of the correlation are near zero. Note also
that in the high group the values in the 25th to 75th percentile range
for Lag 5 11 are larger than those for Lag 5 21. We also see that
these values are larger for Lag 5 13 than for Lag 5 12, which again
indicates that there is more information in the synthetic index than
in the market index. Table I shows the average XCF value calculated
for Lag 5 61 for the three groups. We find that the distribution of
the values for the lags larger than zero is much wider than for the
values of the lags smaller than zero (see Figure 2). To test this observation, we calculate the range of the values in terms of the maximal
value minus the minimal value, and calculate the ratio between the
range for the corresponding lag above zero and below zero, which
gives the spread ratio,
max½XCFðznÞ${min½XCFðznÞ$
SpreadRatioðnÞ~
max½XCFð{nÞ${min½XCFð{nÞ$
ð1Þ
n~1, 2, 3, 4, 5:

We first calculate the ratio between the range for the Lag 5 21 values
and then divide this range by the range of the Lag 5 11 values.
Table II shows the spread ratio values. The range of the correlation
values for positive lags are always larger than those for negative lags.
For all three groups, we observe that the range of the positive lags is
larger by 30 to 80 percent than that of the negative lags (we see this
when looking at one minus the values presented in Table II).
To determine the correlation values for Lag 5 11 for all days, we
study the histogram of these 1025 values (corresponding to the 1025
days in the analysis). Figure 3 shows the histogram in which the yaxis is the percentage out of the whole for a given bin. We see that the
distribution of values is asymmetric, with a long tail and higher

Figure 1 | Daily correlation between the synthetic index and the market index.
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Figure 2 | Box-plot representation of the XCF, as function of the lag, for the (A) low, (B) medium, and (C) high STD groups, as categorized
by the second classification rule. The bottommost vertical line represents the minimum of the sample, the bottom line of the box represents the 25th
percentile, the line inside the box represents the median, the uppermost line of the box represents the 75th percentile, and the topmost vertical line
represents the maximum of the sample.

probability for positive values. Figure 3B shows the commutative
distribution function (CDF). We see that 90% of the correlation
values for Lag 5 11 are . 0 and 10% of the values (102 days) are
. 0.4, a significantly high correlation value. We note that 1% of the
total period (12 days) have correlation values . 0.7, and 0.7% (7
days) have correlation values . 0.8.
Market index versus synthetic index in different years. We repeat
the above analysis on a year-by-year basis. There were 40 trading
days for 2010, and 245 for all other years. Figure 4 shows the average
XCF as a function of lag calculated for individual years. We see that

the average XCF at lag zero for all three groups was larger for the
years 2006–2008. This is most obvious in the medium and large STD
groups in which the average XCF at lag zero in 2006–2008 is more
then twice as high as in 2009. Note also that for the medium and large
STD groups the average XCF at Lag 5 11 was almost twice as large
as that at Lag 5 21 in 2006–2008, but that they were almost the same
in 2009. Both of these findings indicate that the dynamics of the
market was sharply different in 2009. This was probably the result
of the strong positive trend in the market as it recovered from the
2008 financial crisis. Note that the average XCF values differ

Table II | Values of the spread ratio, for the three groups
Table I | Average XCF values. Average value of XCF, calculated for
a lag of plus/minus one, for the three groups
Group
Low
Medium
High

Lag 5 11

Lag 5 21

0.1868
0.0944
0.094

0.0600
0.0548
0.0548
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N

Low

Medium

High

1
2
3
4
5

0.6196
0.4996
0.3074
0.6260
0.6874

0.5081
0.4986
0.3268
0.7941
0.3501

0.5081
0.4986
0.3268
0.7941
0.3501
3
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Figure 3 | Correlation values for Lag 5 1 1 for 1025 days. In panel A we present the histogram of the values, where the y-axis represents the
percentage out of the whole for the value in each bin. This clearly shows that there is a higher probability for positive correlationvalues. In panel B we
present the commutative distribution function (CDF) of values. The CDF shoes that 90% of the days have positive correlation values for this lag, 10% of
the days (n 5 102) have correlation .0.4, 1% of the days (n 5 12) have correlation .0.7, and 0.7% of the days (n 5 7) have correlation .0.8.

significantly in 2010. While it is plausible that the relationship
between the stocks and the index changed in 2010 as a result of the
change in the macro and microeconomic conditions, the data for
2010 encompasses only 40 days, too little to allow any clear
conclusions.
Table III shows the average XCF for Lag 5 11 and Lag 5 21 for
each year. As was the case in Table I, we see that in the Equal category
the low group has the higher average XCF values.
Index influence analysis. We make further use of partial correlation
influence analysis36–38 to determine which index has the greater
impact on stock correlations. Using the market index and the
synthetic index, we compare their influence on individual stock
correlations (see Supplementary Information A). We do this as
follows:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

We construct the synthetic index and the market index at 15second intervals for each day.
We compute the correlation matrix of all the stocks participating in the index for that day (ranging from 25 to 28) and add
the time series of the synthetic index and the market index.
Thus, if for a given day there are 25 stocks in the index, then
the two indices and the resulting matrix is a 27 3 27 correlation matrix.
We use partial correlation influence analysis to compute how
many correlations each stock affects.
We use the system level influence score to calculate, for each
stock and for the two indices, the number of stocks affected by
each index.
For each day, we calculate the ratio between the number of
stocks the synthetic index influences and the number of stocks
the market index influences. This give us the index influence
(II) ratio,
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IIðt Þ~

N synthetic ðt Þ
,
N market ðt Þ

ð2Þ

where t is a given day.
Out of the 1025 days in the sample, we found 179 days in which the
indices had a nonzero influence on other stocks. The low percentage
of days with nonzero influence for this threshold suggests that the
correlations were rather homogeneous for the remaining days in the
studied period. In Figure 5 we present a semi-logarithmic plot of the
II values for days with nonzero influence. We divided the values into
three groups: values of II smaller or equal to 0.5 - blue; values of II
larger than 0.5 or smaller or equal to 1 - green; and values of II larger
than 1 - red. The blue circles represent days in which the market
index had a stronger influence on the stocks correlations. The green
circles correspond to days in which the influence of the synthetic
index and the market index were roughly the same. Finally, the red
circles correspond to days in which the synthetic index had a stronger
influence on stock correlations. We expect a priori that both indices
should have a similar affect on the stock correlations, thus all days
should be green. However, looking at Fig. 5, we find that this is not
the case.
Finally, for each day with a nonzero influence, we rank each stock
according to the number of stocks it influences. We then sort all
stocks according to their rank. Figure 6 shows the result of this
ranking process, with the x-axis representing days and the y-axis
rank. The color of each cell indicates the number of the stock.
Because the stocks included in the analysis are not constant across
time, the same number (color) can refer to different stocks on different days, but the two indices are always represented by the two
darkest shades of red. Note that the most influential on most days is
the market index. For a small number of days the other index, usually
the synthetic index, is the second most influential. Note also that
4
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Figure 4 | Average XCF, as function of lag, for each year separately. The average is calculated over days categorized into the low (A), medium (B), and
high (C) STD.

there are a very few days in which neither the market index nor the
synthetic index are among the top two most-influential stocks.

Discussion
Our goal in this research is to investigate a basic question in the
underlying dynamics of financial markets: does a market index drive
its constituent stocks, or vice versa? It has been found that on a daily
time scale, an index has a stronger influence on its constituent stocks
than the other way around1, but does this relationship change for
shorter time scales? Over the past decade the use of sophisticated
high-frequency trading has become widespread. In most modern
financial markets stocks are traded at a centi-second (or smaller)
time scale, but indices are published on longer time scales, usually
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 3 : 2110 | DOI: 10.1038/srep02110

several seconds. During the investigated time period in this work, the
flagship index of the Tel-Aviv (TA) stock market, TA25, was published every 30 seconds. During this 30-second period, high frequency traders could potentially predict, or even affect, the next
value of the index–and thus enjoy a significant advantage over other
traders.
When we make use of a lag of one time record, we find that the
average correlation calculated between the synthetic index and the
market index over all trading days is higher than when we use a lag of
minus one time record. If we fix the synthetic index and move the
market index by one time record (15 seconds here), the synthetic
index will correlate with the value of the market index at time t 1 1.
Thus when t 5 15 seconds, the stocks have a greater influence on the
index than vice versa.
5
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Table III | Average value of XCF, calculated for a lag of plus/minus one, for the three groups, computed separately for each year
2006
Group
Low
Medium
High

2007

2008

2009

2010

11

21

11

21

11

21

11

21

11

21

0.1385
0.1025
0.1013

0.0737
0.0656
0.0661

0.2099
0.1169
0.1169

0.0684
0.0614
0.0614

0.1770
0.1437
0.1431

0.0637
0.0696
0.069

0.2067
0.0539
0.0558

0.0380
0.0327
0.0326

0.2373
0.0510
0.0471

0.0585
0.0295
0.0273

In order to determine the nature of the stock-index relationship,
we have focused on the average correlation values for different lags,
and furthermore examine the distribution of the values. Figure 3
shows a histogram of the correlation values for all three groups for
all 1025 days for a lag of plus one time record. Note that despite the
relatively low average values, there are days when the correlation
between the synthetic index and the market index is extremely high.
Figure 3B shows the CDF of the values, and we observe that there are
days when the correlation at lag of plus one is extremely high, e.g., the
12 days when the correlation is . 0.7, indicating that there are days
when the high frequency trading of the stocks can possibly strongly
impact the market index.
When we study each of the four years separately, we find that the
results for each year of the 2006–2008 period are qualitatively similar
to those found for the entire period. In 2009, however, we find a
significantly smaller correlation. This could be the result of high
frequency trading and other sophisticated trading mechanisms
responding to the financial crisis during this period, but this is still
unclear. An added factor during this chaotic period were the various
governmental investigations into how high frequency trading was
affecting market stability, e.g., the SEC investigation in the US and
the European Commission in the EU. The low correlation observed
in 2009 might also be the result of macroeconomic factors external to
the market affecting stock price dynamics, such as the effect of
various media on the spread of both accurate and inaccurate
information.
In conclusion, this paper presents a high frequency analysis of the
relationship between an index and its constituent stocks. Our results
show that in short time scales the influence of stocks is stronger than
the influence of the index. The stocks in the Tel-Aviv 25 (TA25)
market are traded on a centi-second time scale, whereas the index
is published on a time scale of seconds. High frequency players can
thus take advantage of this difference in time scales and manipulate
the market. One way to deal with the issue is to publish the index
price more frequently, e.g, every second. Alternatively, this issue can
be resolved by introducing limitations on the frequency of trading

Figure 5 | We calculate the ratio between the number of stocks influenced
by the synthetic index and the number of stocks influenced by the market
index. The x-axis is days in which there was a nonzero influence, and
the y-axis is the value of the II, in a logarithmic scale. The days are
color-coded: blue, II # 0.5; green, 0.5 , II # 1.0; and red, II . 1.0.
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(e.g. by means of transaction fees, order fees, limit of number of
allowed orders, etc.) to that of the publication of the index. In the
future we plan to study how a very short time scale affects the relationships between stocks, and between the stocks and the index. It is
possible that the relationship between the stocks and the index will
change if the time between two consecutive publications of the index
price is shortened. Furthermore, a natural continuation of this work
would be to repeat the analysis using data from the order book itself.
The results presented here sheds new empirical light on how a market index and its stocks are interdependent over very short time
scales, and how high frequency trading affects the market.

Methods
Data. For this study, we use high frequency data of all stocks belonging to the TelAviv 25 (TA25) Index, during the period January 2006 - February 2010, which is
made up of 1025 trading days. The exact presence and impact of high frequency
trading (HFT) in Israel is being carefully investigated by the different regulatory
bodies in Israel, it is known that at least 6 major HFT companies operate in Israel, and
that it’s percentage of overall trading is constantly growing, on a year-by-year basis.
The TA25 index is the flagship index of the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange (TASE), and
is made up by the 25 largest companies in term of market cap. The makeup of the
index is updated twice a year, on the 15 of June and December. The main index
products available to trade the TA25 are Exchange Traded Notes (ETN), which are a
senior, unsecured, unsubordinated debt security issued by an underwriting bank.
Similar to other debt securities, ETN’s have a maturity date and are backed only by the
credit of the issuer. ETN’s are designed to provide investors access to the returns of
various market benchmarks. The returns of ETN’s are usually linked to the performance of a market benchmark or strategy, less investor fees. When an investor
buys an ETN, the underwriting bank promises to pay the amount reflected in the
index, minus fees upon maturity (for more information, see39). The number of TA25
ETN’s grew from one in 2006 to sixteen in 2010, and their percentage of market share
has been growing on a year by year basis, and is estimated to have been at a level of 7%
in the beginning of 2010.
During this period, 36 different stocks belonged to the TA25 Index, resulting from
the fact that its makeup is updated every 6 months (total of 8 times for the investigated
time period). The data for each stock included the following variables: date, time of
transaction, open price, base price, close price, volume in units, trade stage, index
intra-day value, index base price, and the index open price. The number of transactions per day varied between the different stocks, and ranged from Ntrans , 100 for
stocks with low liquidity, to Ntrans , 2500 for stocks with high liquidity.
In this study we use the date, time, trade stage, open price, and index inter-day
value. We remove all transactions carried out in the pre-hour trading (stage 2) and
after hours trading (stage 4) stages of the trading day, and analyze only those transactions that take place in the continuous stage of trading (stage 3). Figure 7 presents
an example of the price time series for all transactions of the stock of the Israeli
company Teva, for the period 2006–2010.
Synthetic index and market index. To study the relationship between the market
index and the stocks, we create a synthetic index, which is calculated on shorter time
scales than the market index. Since the market index was calculated every 30 seconds
during the investigated time period, we set out to create a synthetic index which is
calculated in a time interval shorter than 30 seconds. Thus, we chose to work with a
15-second time interval. First, we processed the raw data for each stock, so that for
each day we have a price record every 15 seconds. The time of day studied was from
10:00 in the morning till 17:00 in the afternoon (which is the continuous trade stage).
Starting at 10:00, we recorded the price of a given stock every 15 seconds. The price
closest to the 15 second interval was used (instead of simply using the last price in the
time interval, it is also possible to use the average of prices inside the interval; however,
this did not lead to any significant changes in the results). If there was no price change
inside the interval, the previous recorded price was used. This resulted in a time series
of 1681 records, for every stock, for every day. Next, we transformed the processed
data from price to return, using the commonly used transformation
ri ðt Þ~log ðPi ðtzDt ÞÞ{log ðPi ðt ÞÞ:

ð3Þ

where Pi(t) is the price of stock i at time t, and Dt is the sampling time resolution. We
construct the 15-second synthetic index using the 15-second returns of each stock.
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Figure 6 | Ranking of stocks and indices, according to their influence, for each day. The color represents the number of the stock/index, where for the
majority of the days there were 25 stocks, and then the synthetic index was number 26, and the market index was 27. For a small percentage of the days,
there were 26 stocks, and then the indices were numbered 27 and 28, respectively.
This is done using the listing of the companies belonging to the TA25 index for the
studied period (see Supplementary Information B). For each day, we only choose the
stocks belonging to the TA25 index. We then make use of the information about their
weight in the index, and use these weights to construct the synthetic index.
Finally, we process the data for the market index for the 15 second time resolution.
As the time stamp in the data was set according to stock transactions, there were
inconsistencies between the different stocks regarding the intraday price of the index.
Thus, after processing the stock data into 15-second time intervals, we use the price of
the index recorded for that given stock for the specific time record. We then average
over all stocks belonging to the market index. Thus we construct a 15-second record
index out of the 30-second market index.
Cross-correlation analysis. We perform a cross-correlation analysis between the
synthetic index and the market index in order to study their similarity, keeping the
synthetic index fixed and sliding the market index using different lags. Crosscorrelation is a standard method in signal processing of estimating the degree to
which two series are correlated (see for example40–47). The discrete cross-correlation
function between two time series X and Y is given by48

Figure 7 | Interday price change of TEVA for the trade period 2006–2010.
The time axis (x-axis) is time in the sense of transactions, starting
from 1.0 at the beginning of the continuous trade stage for the first trading
day (01/01/2006) until the end of the continuous trade stage of the last
trading day (31/12/2009).
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PN{d
½ðX ðiÞ{h X iÞ:ðY ði{d Þ{hY iÞ$
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffii~1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi qffiP
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XCF ðdÞ~ qffiP
N{d
2:
N{d
2
i~1 ðX ðiÞ{h X iÞ
i~1 ðY ði{d Þ{hY iÞ
d~+1, +2, . . . , +N{1

ð4Þ
ð5Þ

where d is the lag used. In this work we use values of d 5 61, 62, 63, 64, 65. For
example, when we use the lag d 5 11 to study the cross-correlation between the
synthetic index and the market index the market index is shifted by one time point,
which corresponds to 15 seconds. This way we study how the synthetic index return is
correlated to the market index return, 15 seconds forward in time.
To calculate the cross correlation between the two indices, we divide the entire
period (1025 days in this study) into three groups. We group the days based on the
volatility of the synthetic index (in this case the standard deviation, STD). We first
order all s(i) according to their value, from smallest to largest. We next divide this
ordered list into three equal groups–the first third are the low group, the second third
are the medium group, and the last third are the high group. The number of days is
equally divided among the three groups–341 days in the low group, 342 days in the
medium group, and 342 days in the high group. We study the average XCF as a
function of the lag, and focus on the values of the XCF for a lag of 11 and 21. A large
value of the XCF at lag 11, for example, when the synthetic index is kept fixed and the
market index is shifted, means that the change of the stocks is in fact influencing the
index, but a significantly large value of the XCF at a lag of 21, when keeping the
synthetic index fixed and shifting the market index, means the change of the market
index influences the change in stock prices.
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